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Because the problem of folding a programmable logic array (PLA) to its smallest possible 
area is NP-complete, the design and analysis of PLA-folding heuristics is important. In this 
paper, we study PLA-folding heuristics from a theoretical perspective, using the folding ratio 
of the heuristic to characterize its worst case behavior. In the first portion of this paper, we 
obtain best possible bounds on the folding ratios of several practical and intuitively appealing 
heuristics. These results show that for arbitrary PLAs, each of the heuristics exhibits 
unbounded worst-case behavior. Moreover, the results of Ravi and Lloyd (SIAM .I. Comput. 
17 (1988), 696710) strongly suggest that no polynomial time approximation algorithm can 
have a constant folding ratio for arbitrary PLAs. Thus in the second portion of this paper, 
we analyze the performance of heuristics for certain restricted classes of PLAs characterized 
by special classes of intersection graphs. 0 1993 Academic PESS, IIIC. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Several methodologies for structured implementations of combinational logic in 
VLSI systems are currently in use. These methodologies include programmable 
logic arrays (PLAs), Weinberger arrays, and gate matrix layout [M90]. In this 
paper, we focus our attention on PLA implementations of combinational logic. 
A PLA consists of AND and OR planes. The AND plane combines the inputs to 
produce product terms, which are then combined in the OR plane to produce the 
outputs (see [MCSO] for details). Although this array implementation of combina- 
tional logic saves a considerable amount of design time, it requires a larger fraction 
of the chip area than does a custom implementation of the given logic circuit. Since 
the chip area directly determines the yield of the fabrication process, it is important 
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FIG. 1. (a) Schematic diagram of a PLA. (b) A column folded PLA. 
AC 
to devise techniques that can be used to reduce the area of the various components 
of a VLSI system. For reducing the area of PLAs, the most common technique is 
fok5ng [W79, HNS82, EL84, M90]. The idea behind folding is illustrated in 
Figs. la and b. Figure la shows a schematic diagram of a PLA. There, the inputs 
and the outputs are along the columns, while the product terms are along the rows. 
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The logic function implemented by a PLA is determined by the personalized row-- 
column intersections (these are shown in Fig. la as dark circles). The other inter- 
sections are electrically insignificant. The area of a PLA is proportional to the 
product of the number of rows and the number of columns. Folding reduces the 
area by reducing the number of columns and/or rows. This is accomplished by 
making two inputs or outputs (two product terms) share the same column (row). 
Figure lb shows a column folded version of the PLA of Fig. la. Note that the two 
inputs or outputs sharing the same column are electrically disconnected by a 
cut. 
The type of folding discussed above is referred to as simple folding [LV82]. In 
general, it is possible to fold several inputs or outputs (product terms) into the 
same column (row) leading to a multiply folded PLA [DS83]. In this paper, we 
restrict our attention to simple folding. Since a PLA exhibits row-column sym- 
metry, row folding and column folding obey similar rules and restrictions. Thus, we 
will discuss our results in terms of column folding. In practice, the two planes are 
usually folded in separate stages. So, we will consider folding in a single plane. 
If every pair of columns of the PLA could be folded, the area of the PLA would 
be reduced by 50%. However, two constraints limit the amount of folding that can 
be carried out on a PLA [HNS82]: 
First, a pair of columns can be folded only if they are not both personalized 
along the same row. 
Second, folding a pair of columns requires that the rows be permuted 
(compare Figs. la and b. Thus, a given set of pairs of columns can be folded if 
and only if there is some permutation of the rows that allows all of the pairs to be 
folded. 
A set of pairs of columns satisfying both of the above constraints is an implemen- 
table folding set. 
The optimal folding problem requires that we find a largest implementable 
folding set for a given PLA. Unfortunately, this problem is NP-complete [LV82]. 
Thus, we are left to consider heuristics (i.e., approximation algorithms that produce 
good, although not necessarily optimal, solutions) for PLA folding. Most of the 
previous work on PLA folding has dealt with experimental studies of heuristics and 
branch-and-bound (exponential time) algorithms. Unlike the related area of VLSI 
routing, there is comparatively little formal work on PLA folding. 
The first rigorous treatment of PLA folding appears in [HNS82]. There, a 
graph-theoretic model of folding is given (see Section 1.2 of this paper), a class of 
PLA folding heuristics is proposed, and some experimental results related to the 
proposed class are described. Heuristics based on simulated annealing and 
Lagrangian relaxation are reported in [DN86, M903, respectively. As noted above, 
the general folding problem is shown to be NP-complete in [LV82], and in 
[EL841 the NP-completeness of the simpler bipartite folding problem is estab- 
lished. In [HK83] a characterization of maximum folding in bipartite graphs is 
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given, along with an algorithm for optimal bipartite folding when the intersection 
graph (defined in Section 2) of the PLA is a tree. A polynomial algorithm for 
optimal bipartite folding is also known for the case when the intersection graph is 
a partial k-tree [M90]. Further work involving linear programming and general 
PLAs appears in [KCH85]. Finally, in [R84, RL88], the relationships as they 
relate to heuristics between certain varieties of folding are delineated. While this 
existing work has gone a long way toward defining a general theory of PLA 
folding, it has not been aimed at providing explicit worst-case bounds on the 
performance of PLA-folding heuristics. 
2. PRELIMINARIES-DEFINITIONS AND RESULTS 
In our analysis, we make use of the graph-theoretic model for PLA folding given 
in [HNS82]. In this model, a PLA is represented by an intersection graph G( V, E). 
In this graph, the nodes are in a one-to-one correspondence with the columns of the 
PLA, and there is an edge between two nodes x and y only if the corresponding 
columns cannot be folded with each other (i.e., columns x and y are both per- 
sonalized along the same row). A folding pair (p, q) specifies that the columns p and 
q are to be folded with each other, with column p above column q. A set of disjoint 
folding pairs forms a folding set. The number of pairs in a folding set S is the size 
of S. Each folding pair (p, q) in S is represented in the intersection graph by a 
directed edge from p to q, thereby yielding a mixed graph M( V, E, A), where A is 
the set of directed edges. Note that since each column is folded at most once, the 
edges in A form a matching (i.e., no two edges in A are incident on the same node). 
In the mixed graph an alternating cycle is a cycle in which directed and 
undirected edges are traversed alternately. The following result [HNS82] 
characterizes the implementability of a folding set: 
Given an intersection graph G( V, E) and a folding set S, the set S 
is implementable if and only if the mixed graph M( V, E, A) 
obtained from G and S does not contain an alternating cycle. 
Based on this result, in the remainder of this paper we study the PLA folding 
problem as a problem on mixed graphs. In particular, we assume throughout that 
we are given an n-node intersection graph G( V, E). 
The particular performance measure used in this paper to evaluate a heuristic, its 
folding rurio, is the maximum ratio of the size of an optimal folding set to the size 
of a folding set produced by the heuristic, where the maximization is applied over 
all intersection graphs with n nodes. Clearly, the folding ratio of a heuristic is a 
worst-case measure of its performance. The smaller the folding ratio, the better is 
the performance of the heuristic. In general, the folding ratio is a function of n. 
A heuristic for which the folding ratio is a constant K independent of n is a good 
heuristic. Good heuristics are desirable because they always produce folding sets 
that are within a fixed fraction of the optimal folding set. 
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Unfortunately, results are presented in [RL88] that strongly suggest that good 
heuristics for PLA folding do not exist (unless P = NP). Thus, in this paper we con- 
sider heuristics for PLA folding in two contexts. First, we examine several instances 
in the class of practical and intuitively appealing heuristics described in [HNS82]. 
These results are disappointing in that they show that the folding ratios of each of 
these instances grows linearly with 12. Thus, in the second portion of the paper we 
examine two particular classes of PLAs-one of practical interest (degree bounded 
PLAs) and one of theoretical interest (planar PLAs). For these two classes of 
PLAs, the analysis reveals several good heuristics. 
3. BOUNDS FOR ARBITRARY PLAs 
In this section, we provide tight bounds on the folding ratios of several instances 
in the class of heuristics proposed in [HNS82]. As noted previously, these 
heuristics are both practical and intuitively appealing, One of these heuristics was 
implemented and was found to perform well on practical PLAs [HNS82]. 
Unfortunately, the results of this section establish that all of these heuristics have 
very large folding ratios. 
3.1. Heuristic Class MODEL and Its Instances 
A framework for heuristics for the optimal folding problem has been presented 
in [HNS82]. The steps of this heuristic framework, called MODEL, are shown in 
Fig. 2. At any point during the execution of the heuristic, sets Vl and V2 are such 
that any folding pair (u, u) chosen at that point is from the set Vl x V2. To 
construct a folding pair, the heuristic first selects a node u from Vl. Next, it obtains 
the subset Ul of V2 containing all the candidate nodes with which u may be folded. 
The heuristic then selects a node u from Ul such that the folding pair (0, u) does 
not impair the implementability of the folding set constructed up to that point. 
Based on the selection criteria for u and u, we have the following instances in 
MODEL (in all the instances, “ties” are resolved arbitrarily): 
(a) ARBITRARY. Select nodes u and u arbitrarily from the sets Vl and 
Ul, respectively. This instance has been included for purposes of comparison. All 
of the remaining instances have been suggested in [HNS82]. 
(b) MAX-MAX or MAX2. Choose nodes u and u with the largest degrees 
from sets Vl and Ul, respectively. The intuition is that by first pairing nodes of 
large degree only nodes of small degree should remain and these are easy to fold. 
On the other hand, folding nodes of large degree will increase the likelihood of 
alternating cycles when trying to fold the remaining nodes. 
(c) MIN-MIN or MIN2. Choose nodes u and u with the smallest degrees 
from sets Vl and Ul, respectively. The intuition is that when the nodes of small 
degree are folded, the likelihood of an alternating cycle is rather small. On the other 
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Input : Immectim graph G(V,E). 
Outputz Implementable folding set S. 
s := 4; Vl := V, v2 := v; 
while Vl f 4 do 
Select v hm Vl; 
Let Ul := {u E V2 : {u,v) is not in E}; 
whileUl#$do 
Select u from Ul; 
if S u ((v,u)} is implementable 
then 
Add (VJI) to s; 
Delete u and v from both Vl and V2; 
Set Ul := 0; 
else DeleteutkomUl: 
lf u was not fwnd 
then DeIetevfrcmVl; 
outputs. 
FIG. 2. Details of MODEL. 
hand, we may “run out” of nodes that can be paired with the remaining nodes of 
large degree. 
(d) MIN-MAX. Choose u to be a node of smallest degree in Vl, and u to 
be a node of largest degree in Ul. This is the instance implemented in [HNS82]. 
(e) MAX-MIN. Choose u to be a node of largest degree in Vl, and u to be 
a node of smallest degree in U 1. 
Before proceeding with the analysis of the above heuristics, two general remarks 
about MODEL are in order. First, it is shown in [HNS82] that for all of the above 
selection rules, algorithm MODEL can be implemented to run in O(n3) time, where 
n is the number of nodes in the intersection graph. An implementation with a 
running time of O(nlEl), where 1EJ is the number of edges in G, is discussed in 
[K84]. Second, a folding set S produced by any instance in MODEL is a maximal 
folding set. That is, no proper superset of S can be an implementable folding set. 
3.2. Performance Bounds for the Instances in MODEL 
In this section we establish a best possible bound on the folding ratio for any 
heuristic that obtains a maximal folding set; such a heuristic need not be based on 
the framework of Fig. 2. By “best possible” we mean that the bound specified is a 
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lower bound as well as an upper bound. That is, there is a PLA for which the 
bound is achieved. We begin with a definition and a lemma. 
A folding set S for an intersection graph G( V, E) includes a node u if for some 
u E V, S contains either (u, v) or (0, u). 
LEMMA 1. Suppose S= {(v,, u2)} IS a one element maximal folding set. Then, 
any implementable folding set that includes either (or both) of v1 and v2 cannot 
contain more than two folding pairs. 
Proof If n < 6, there is nothing to prove, since the size of any folding set cannot 
exceed two. So let n b 6 and suppose SI is a folding set containing three or more 
pairs, which includes one of the nodes, say v2. In Si, let v2 be folded with a node 
v3 (v, #vi). Thus the edge {v,, v3} is not in E. Since JS,I > 3, S, must contain at 
least one other folding pair (v,, us), where v4 and u5 are distinct from vi, v2, and 
vj. Note that in S, the folding pair (vi, v2) “prevented” the nodes v4 and u5 from 
being folded with each other. It is easy to verify that this is possible only if G 
contains all of the following four edges: {ui, v4}, (v,, v,>, {uZ, v4}, and {v,, us}. 
Since the edge {v,, v3} is not in G, it follows that the edges {Q, v4} and (v3, us> 
are present in G. Figure 3 shows the situation. Now however, the pair (u,, u3) 
prevents the folding of v4 with v5. This contradicts the implementability of S, and 
hence (S,(<2. a 
THEOREM 1. OPT/MFS < ln/2J - 1 and this is the best possible result. 
Here, OPT denotes the size of an optimal folding set and MFS 
denotes the size of a maximal folding set for an intersection graph 
with n > 6 nodes. 
Proof: Let n > 6, suppose that MFS = 1, and let {(A, B)} denote this maximal 
folding set. If OPT = Ln/2 J 2 3 (since n 2 6), at least one of A and B must be 
included in any optimal folding set. This contradicts Lemma 1 since the size of any 
such folding set is at most two. Thus OPT < Ln/2 J - 1. 
For values of MFS greater than or equal to two, the ratio OPT/MFS is 
(trivially) bounded by Ln/2 J/2 < Ln/2 J - 1. 
To see that this is the best possible bound, consider the intersection graph shown 
“1 v2 “3 
w 
“4 “5 
FIG. 3. Proof of Lemma 1. 
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in Fig. 4 (in [RL88] it is shown that every undirected graph is the intersection 
graph of some PLA). The set {(vi, u,)> is a one-element maximal folding set, 
whereas an optimai folding set consisting of Ln/2_1- 1 pairs is given by: 
((Q, u,), (u5, ud, . . . . CC-~, u,-~), tuneI, u,)} if n is even, and {(u,, u,), (u5, u6),..., 
(un- *, unel)} if n is odd. 1 
The folding ratios for three of the heuristics introduced in the previous section 
follow directly from the above theorem and its proof. 
COROLLARY 1. OPT/HEUR < /-n/2 J - 1 and this is the best possible result. 
Here, n B 6 and HEUR E {ARBITRARY, MAX*, MAX-MIN}. 
The graph shown in Fig. 4. 
To establish the best possible bound for MIN* and MIN-MAX we require the 
following lemma [RL82], which points out an important property of implemen- 
table folding sets. The result appeared independently in [HK83]. 
LEMMA 2. Let S = {(pi, qJ: 1~ i< r} be an implementable folding set. Let 
p= {PI, P*,-9 P,> and Q= (ql, q2, . . . . qr]. Then, there is at least one node qj in Q 
that is not adjacent (uia an undirected edge) to any node in P. Further, there is at 
least one node p, in P that is not adjacent to any node in Q. 
THEOREM 2. For n > 6, the folding ratios for MIN* and MIN-MAX are bounded 
by L(n - 1)/3 J and these are the best possible results. 
Proof Consider an intersection graph G for which MIN* (or MIN-MAX) 
produces a folding set of size one. A bound on the size of an optimal folding set for 
G is obtained as follows: Let (A, B) denote the folding set produced by MIN* (note 
that A is a node of least degree in G). Also, let OS = ((p,, ql), (p2, q2), . . . . (p,, qr)} 
be a optimal implementable folding set of size r for G. If OS includes either (or 
both) of A and B, then r < 2 by Lemma 1. Thus, assume that OS does not include 
either A or B. Let P denote {pl, p2, . . . . p,}, let Q denote {ql, q2, . . . . q,.}, and let R 
denote the set of the remaining n - 2r - 2 nodes. 
“3 v4 “5 “6 ” ” n-3 n-2 ” n-l ” n 
FIG. 4. Lower bound example for Theorem 1. 
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Now, since (A, B) prevented the folding of all of the pairs in OS, it must be that 
both A and B are adjacent to all of the nodes in P u Q. Thus, degree(d) is at least 
2r. Since A is of least degree in G, every other node in G must have a degree of at 
least 2r. 
Moreover, since OS is implementable, by Lemma 2, there is at least one node qi 
in Q, that is not adjacent (via an undirected edge) to any node in P. Thus qJ is 
not adjacent to at least r nodes in G. Hence, degree (4,) is at most (n - 1 - r). 
However, the degree of qj must still be at least that of A. Hence, 2r d degree(d) < 
degree(qi) < n - 1 - r. It follows that r < L(n - 1)/3 J. 
Finally, as pointed out in the proof of Theorem 1, the best possible bound when 
MIN* produces maximal folding sets of size two or more is still 1/2Ln/2J < 
L (n - 1)/3 J, for n 2 6. That this result is best possible follows from the intersection 
graph of Fig. 5 (there, P and Q are cliques each containing L(n - 1)/3 J nodes). 1 
Although the folding ratios for MIN’ and MIN-MAX are asymptotically smaller 
than those for MAX* and MAX-MIN, the fact remains that the worst case 
performances of all of these instances in MODEL are far from satisfactory. Two 
questions then arise. First, do there exist heuristics with folding ratios that do not 
grow linearly with n? Second, are there nontrivial class of PLAs (intersection 
graphs) for which good heuristics exist? The second question is answered in the 
affirmative in the next section. As an answer to the first question, we give below a 
heuristic with a folding ratio of O(n/log n). 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
T 
Km : Ctlque of order m. 
- ana ==I denote sages 
between every pair of nodes. 
==I : Included for MN-MAX only. 
K n-Zr-2 
FIG. 5. Lower bound example for Theorem 2. 
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3.3. A Heuristic with a Folding Ratio of O(n/log n) 
We begin by considering a restricted version of PLA folding, namely constrained 
bipartite folding. Here, we are given a bipartite graph G( V1, V2, E), with 
1 VII = 1 V2[ = n, and asked to find XC V, and Yc_ VZ, such that 1x( = I YI, and, for 
any x E X and y E Y, the edge {x, y} is not in E. Such a pair of sets X, Y is a 
constrained bipartite folding set of size (Xl, and is denoted by [X, Y]. An optimal 
constrained bipartite folding set is one of maximum size. The folding ratio for a 
heuristic for constrained bipartite folding can be defined in a manner similar to the 
optimal folding problem. 
It was shown in [RL88] that given any heuristic with a folding ratio of f(n) for 
the constrained bipartite folding problem, one can obtain a heuristic with a folding 
ratio of at most 2f(n) for the PLA-folding problem. Therefore, to obtain a heuristic 
with a folding ratio of O(n/log n) for the latter problem, it is sufficient to present 
a heuristic with a folding ratio of O(n/log n) for the former. We will prove that 
Heuristic LOG shown in Fig. 6 satisfies that condition. (The discussion below uses 
the notation introduced in Fig. 6.) 
THEOREM 3. (a) Heuristic LOG runs in polynomial time. 
(b) The folding ratio for LOG is O(n/log n). 
Proof (a) Consider any subgraph G, examined by the heuristic. Clearly, an 
optimal constrained bipartite folding set for G, can be found by considering all 
pairs of sets X and Y, where XE l/Ii and Y s I/,. Since ( Vlil < p and ( VZjl f p, the 
number of such pairs of sets to be considered is at most 22p = O(n’) (recall that 
p = rlog, nl). For each pair of sets X, Y, we need only O(p2) = O(log2 n) time to 
determine whether there is an edge between a node in X and a node in Y. Thus, 
the time needed to find an optimal solution for any subgraph G, is O(n2 log’ n). 
Since the number of such subgraphs is t2 = O(n2/log2 n), it follows that the running 
time of the heuristic is O(n4). 
Heuristic LOG 
Input: Bipartite graph G(V1, Vz. E), with IV,1 = lVzl = n. 
Output: A constrained bipartite folding set for G. 
(1) Let p = r10g2d asd let t = r/Pi. Arbitrarily partition V1 ad V2 into t ~ob~et$ each Of size 
at most p. Let VI1 .V12. + . - V,, denote tbe subsets of V, and let Vzl.Vn. - - . V, denote the 
SUbWS of V2. Let Gij denote tbe ~ubgra~h of G induti OIJ Vii u Vq. 
(2) Find an optimal constxained bipartite folding set for each subgraph Gii. 15 ij 5 t (on each 
subgrapb. use exhaustive search). 
(3) Output the largest foiding set found in Step 2. 
FIG. 6. Details of Heuristic LOG. 
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(b) Let [X, Y] be an optimal constrained bipartite folding set for G and let 
c denote the size of [X, Y]. Since J/contains c nodes from V, which has been parti- 
tioned into t subsets, some subset, say Vii, must contain at least c/t nodes from X. 
Similarly, some subset, say V,,., must contain at least c/t nodes from Y. Thus an 
optimal solution for the subgraph G, must be of size at least c/t. It follows that the 
solution produced by the heuristic is of size at least c/t. Therefore, the folding ratio 
of the heuristic is c/(c/t) = t = O(n/log n). 1 
We note that Heuristic LOG is unappealing from a practical viewpoint since the 
folding sets that it produces are of size at most rlog n]. 
4. ANALYSIS OF HEURISTICS FOR SPECIAL CLAUSES OF PLAs 
In this section we examine the folding ratios of heuristics when applied to 
particular classes of intersection graphs-the degree-d bounded graphs and planar 
graphs. It follows directly from the results in [LV82] that the optimal folding 
problem remains NP-complete even when the PLAs are characterized by intersec- 
tion graphs in these two classes. We show here that, unlike the general case, there 
do exist good heuristics for folding such PLAs. We begin with a brief description 
of each class. 
Given a constant d, an undirected graph is degree d-bounded if the degree of every 
node is at most d. A necessary condition for the intersection graph of a PLA to be 
degree d-bounded is that each product term be composed of at most d + 1 literals. 
This appears to be the case in practice, since the product terms are generally com- 
posed of a small number of literals; hence the intersection graphs are degree-d 
bounded for some small d. For example, the average number of literals in the 
product terms of the PLAs considered in [EL841 ranges from 3 to 5. Heuristics for 
degree-d bounded graphs are studied in Section 4.2. 
An undirected graph is planar if it can be drawn on the surface of a plane without 
any edge crossings. Although the planarity of an intersection graph is not directly 
related to any structural restrictions on a PLA, the class of planar graphs is 
interesting from a theoretical point of view. This class of graphs has been studied 
extensively (see, for example, [H69]) and special techniques have been developed 
for solving problems on planar graphs [Ev79, LT793. The hope is that the results 
given here showing the existence of good heuristics for planar PLAs give some 
indication of the extent to which heuristics may eventually be developed for for 
practical classes of PLAs. 
4.1. Some Preliminary Results 
In Sections 4.2 and 4.3 we study in detail heuristics for degree bounded and 
planar PLAs. Among the heuristics considered there are the several instances in 
MODEL (Section 3). Thus, we begin here by establishing some preliminary results 
regarding these heuristics. Most of these results establish lower bounds on the 
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degrees of nodes that are not folded by a particular heuristic. In the later sections, 
folding ratios are obtained by combining these lower bounds with arguments based 
on properties of the particular classes of graphs. We begin with some definitions. 
Suppose S = {(p,, qJ: 1 < i < r> is an implementable folding set for G( V, E), and 
that W is the set of nodes that are not included in S (i.e., the unfolded nodes are 
in W). Corresponding to the directed edges in the mixed graph obtained from G 
and S, we say that each pi is a tail node and each node qi is a head node. Further- 
more, a node w in W is a compound node with respect to S if w is adjacent (via an 
undirected edge) to at least one tail node and at least one head node. Otherwise, 
w is a simple node with respect to S. When the folding set is clear from the context, 
the terms “simple” and “compound” are used without explicitly indicating the 
folding set. 
The following lemmas provide some indications of the structure of G, given that 
a folding set has already been found. 
LEMMA 3. Let S= ((pi, qi): 16 i< r j be a nonempty implementable folding set 
for G, containing r pairs. Suppose that W is the set of nodes of G not included in S 
and let s denote the number of nodes in W that are simple with respect to S. Then, 
there is a tail node p and a head node q such that degree(p) 2 (n- 2r-s)/r and 
degree(q) 2 (n - 2r - s)/r. 
ProoJ: Since S includes 2r nodes, W contains n - 2r nodes. Of these, s are 
simple nodes. Therefore, W contains (n - 2r - s) compound nodes. By definition, 
each compound node is adjacent to at least one tail node. Hence, at least (n - 2r - s) 
edges are incident on the set of tail nodes. However, there are only r tail nodes, and 
so by the pigeon-hole principle, some tail node p has degree(p) 2 (n - 2r - s)/r. The 
existence of the specified head node q is analogous. 1 
COROLLARY 2. If W does not contain any simple node, then there is a tail node 
p and a head node q with degree(p) 2 (n - 2r)Jr and degree(q) > (n - 2r)/r. 
LEMMA 4. Let S= {(pi, qi): 1 d i<r} be a maximal implementable folding set. 
Suppose W is the set of nodes in G that have not been folded and let w’ be the subset 
of W containing all of the simple nodes. Then, for every W’ in W’ and w in W, w # WI, 
the edge {w, w’} must be in E. 
Proof: Assume to the contrary that for some w in Wand w’ in w’ (w # w’), the 
edge {w, w’} is not in E. We claim that either (w, w’) or (w’, w) can be added to 
S without creating an alternating cycle, thereby contradicting the maximality of S. 
Note that since w’ is a simple node, by definition, it cannot be adjacent to both a 
tail node and a head node. 
Case 1. Node w’ is not adjacent to either a tail node or a head node. See 
Fig. 7a. In this case, we can add either one of the folding pairs (w, w’) or (w’, w) 
to S. Since S is implementable, this addition will not cause any alternating cycles 
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because there is no way to “return” to w’ via an undirected edge from any node 
included in S. 
Case 2. Node w’ is incident to only tail nodes. See Fig. 7b. In this case, we 
can add the folding pair (w’, W) to S. This addition will not create any alternating 
cycles because there is no way to return to w’ via an undirected edge from a head 
node in S. 
Case 3. Node w’ is incident to only head nodes. The proof is analogous to that 
for Case 2. 1 
COROLLARY 3. The nodes in w’ form a clique. 
Proof: From Lemma 4, there must be an edge between every pair of nodes 
in W’. 1 
In subsequent sections, we will make extensive use of the heuristic MIN2. Recall 
that MIN2 works by selecting a node v of least degree as a candidate tail node 
and tries to fold it with a node u of least degree among those that can be folded 
with v. The following lemma provides a lower bound on the degree of a node that 
is not included in a folding set produced by MIN’. 
LEMMA 5. Let S= {(p,, qi): 1 < i < r), be a nonempty folding set containing r 
pairs, as produced by MIN’. Suppose that the set W of nodes that are not included 
in S are all compound nodes with respect to S. Then, for every w in W, 
degree(w) 2 (n - 2r)/r. 
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Proof. Note that every node w in W was considered by MIN* as a candidate 
tail node at some stage. At that stage, MIN’ could not fold w with any of the 
remaining nodes (with w as the tail node) and so w was rejected as a tail node. We 
let d denote the degree of w in G and examine the stage at which w was considered 
as a candidate tail node by MIN’. There are two possibilities. 
Case 1. MIN* considered w only after all of the r pairs in S were produced. 
Since W does not contain any simple nodes, by Corollary 2, there is a tail node p 
with degree(p) > (n - 2r)/r. However, MIN* did not examine w before p. Therefore, 
d > degree(p) > (n - 2r)/r. 
Case 2. When w was considered, MIN* had chosen f folding pairs, where 
f<(r- 1). 
Observe that f > 0, since if w is rejected before any folding pair is chosen, then 
w must be adjacent to all of the other nodes in V, hence degree(w) = n - 1. Because 
MIN’ considers nodes in non-decreasing order of their degrees, every node in G 
must also have a degree of n - 1 and so the folding set S is empty. Since by assump- 
tion S is nonempty, it follows that S> 0. 
Now, since degree(w) = d, the number of nodes not adjacent to w is n - d- 1. Of 
these, at most 2f nodes have already been folded at this stage. Therefore, there are 
at least n - d - 1 - 2f nodes that are available to be folded with w. Let X denote this 
set of available nodes. 
Since MIN* rejected w, for every x in X, MIN* could not add the folding pair 
(w, x). This implies that for every x in X, the addition of the pair (w, x) to the set 
off already chosen pairs created an alternating cycle. We claim that this is possible 
only if every node in X is adjacent to at least one of the f tail nodes. This is because 
if some x in X is not adjacent to any tail node, the directed edge (w, x) cannot 
create an alternating cycle (an undirected edge from x cannot take us to a tail node 
to continue the alternating cycle). Therefore, there are at least (n - d- 1 - 2f) edges 
incident on the set of f tail nodes. Recall that f > 0. By the pigeon-hole prin- 
ciple, there is at least one tail node t with degree(t) 2 (n - d - 1 - 2f )/f. However, 
this tail node t was chosen by MIN* even before w was considered. Hence 
degree(w) 2 degree(t). Thus, d > (n - d - 1 - 2f )/f However, since f < r - 1, it 
follows (after some simplification) that d 3 (n - 2r + 1)/r. 1 
We complete the preliminaries by considering a PLA-folding heuristic based on 
independent sets. A set of nodes ZC V is an independent set if there are no edges 
between the nodes in I. The usefulness of independent sets in folding is pointed out 
in the following: 
Fact 1. Given a graph G and an independent set Z of nodes in G, an implemen- 
table folding set for G can be obtained by arbitrarily pairing nodes in Z. 
Although finding a maximum independent set is NP-complete, a simple heuristic 
for obtaining independent sets has been proposed in [PY81]. This heuristic 
repeatedly selects a node u of least degree and discards the neighborhood of u, where 
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Illpllt: Undirected graph G(V,E). 
Ootput: An independent set of nodes I. 
I := $; 
while V#@do 
Select v E V of least degree. 
AddtbenodettoI. 
Delete v and NV from V. 
Update tbe &grees of the nodes remaining in V. 
output I. 
FIG. 8. Details of NHOOD. 
the neighborhood of a node v (denoted by ZV,) is the set of nodes adjacent to v. The 
details of the heuristic (NHOOD) are shown in Fig. 8. NHOOD, in conjunction 
with Fact 1, forms a heuristic (which we call INDFOLD) for the folding problem. 
4.2. Degree Bounded Graphs 
In this section we examine heuristics for PLA folding of degree-d bounded inter- 
section graphs, There are two results. The first shows that INDFOLD (with a 
minor modification) is a good heuristic for this class of graphs. The second shows 
that any method that obtains a maximal folding set is also a good heuristic for 
degree bounded graphs. 
THEOREM 4. Given a constant d, let G( V, E) be a degree-d bounded intersection 
graph. Then, OPT/INFOLD 6 d + 1, and this is the best possible result. 
Proof: Obviously, OPT <n/2. Consider the specification of NHOOD (Fig. 8). 
At every stage, the node chosen by NHOOD has a degree of at most d and hence 
at most d+ 1 nodes are deleted at any stage. It follows that NHOOD will select an 
independent set Z with at least n/(d + 1) nodes. 
If the set Z contains an even number of nodes, the nodes in Z are paired arbitrarily 
to produce a folding set of size at least n/2(d+ 1). 
If set Z contains an odd number of nodes, then INDFOLD is modified as follows: 
The set of nodes W= V - Z is examined, and a node w that is not adjacent to at 
least one node v in Z is selected. If (I( is at least two, such a node w must exist 
(unless the set W is itself empty, in which case, we trivially obtain an optimal 
folding set from I) because any node discarded in the second or later iterations 
of the while loop of Fig. 8 will not be adjacent to the node added to Z in the first 
iteration. Thus, v and w are folded together and the remaining nodes in Z are paired 
arbitrarily to obtain a folding set of size at least n/2(d+ 1). (It is easy to see from 
NHOOD that if lZl= 1, then OPT = 0). Thus, INDFOLD produces a folding set 
of size at least n/2(d + 1 ), and OPT/INDFOLD < d + 1. 
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To see that this is the best possible bound, let n = 2k(d+ 1) and consider a 
graph consisting of 2k cliques, each containing (d+ 1) nodes. The degree of each 
node is d, and the optimal folding set is of size k(d + 1) (simply choose k( d + 1) 
of the cliques as tail nodes and the other k(d+ 1) cliques as head nodes). 
However, INDFOLD will produce a folding set of size k since NHOOD chooses 
one node from each clique, thus selecting a total of 2k nodes. It follows that 
OPT/INDFOLD = (d + 1). 1 
Theorem 4 shows that INDFOLD is a good heuristic for the class of degree 
bounded graphs. Our next theorem shows that the folding ratio obtained above can 
be improved by using any heuristic that produces a maximal folding set. 
THEOREM 5. Given a constant d, let G( V, E) be a degree-d bounded intersection 
graph, with n 2 d + 5 nodes. Let MFS denote the size of any maximal folding set 
for G. Then, 
OPT d+2 
MFS< 2. 
Further, there are degree-d bounded intersection graphs G for which 
OPT>d+3 
MFS’4’ 
Proof. Let S be any maximal set for G and let W be the set of nodes not 
included in S. 
Case 1. W contains at least one simple node, w. We claim that W cannot 
contain more than d + 1 nodes, so suppose ( WI > d + 2. By Lemma 4, for every w’ 
in W, w’ # w, the edge { w, w’} is in E. Thus degree (w) 2 d + 1, and this contradicts 
the assumption that G is a degree-d bounded graph. Thus 1 III < d+ 1. 
Moreover, S includes at least n - d- 1 nodes and therefore, MFS is at least 
(n-d- 1)/2. Since OPT is at most n/2, we have OPT/MFS < n/(n - d- 1). It is 
easy to verify that for n > d+ 5, the ratio n/(n - d- 1) is bounded above by 
(d + 2)/2. 
Case 2. W does not contain any simple node, From Corollary 2, some tail node 
in S must have a degree of at least (n - 2MFS)/MFS. However, the degree of this 
node must still be at most d. Therefore, (n -2MFS)/MFS < d. However, since 
OPT(G) < n/2, it follows that OPT/MFS < (d + 2)/2. 
For the lower bound, consider the graph shown in Fig. 9a. Each block Bi in 
this graph consists of (d + 3) nodes and there are 2t such blocks. Thus n = 2t(d + 3). 
The four nodes pi, pj, qi, and qi in each block Bi are adjacent to all of the 
remaining d - 1 nodes (denoted by Oi). These d - 1 nodes form an independent set. 
For 1< i< 2t - 1, p,! is adjacent to pi+ I and qi is adjacent to qi+ 1. Note that the 
degree of any node is at most d. 
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Now, let S = {(P,, ~8, (p2, ~2, . . . . (pzt, P;,), (& a), WV qd, . . . . (qL et)) 
(Fig. 9b). Note that the directed edges between the p’s have a “left-to-right” orienta- 
tion, while those between the q’s have a “right-to-left” orientation. We claim that 
S is a maximal folding set for G. To see this, consider any two remaining nodes u1 
and u2 (these must be from the D-sets in Fig. 9a). If vi and o2 are from the same 
block, they cannot be folded with each other because the pair (p,, p;) is a one- 
element maximal folding set for block Bi. So, suppose that vi is from D, and u2 is 
from D,. We claim that (vi, ul) cannot be added to S. There are two cases. 
Case 1. x < y. The pair (ul, u2) cannot be added to S since doing so would 
create an alternating cycle with the “right-to-left” alternating path created by 
the q’s. 
Case 2. x > y. The pair (vi, u2) cannot be added to S since doing so would 
create an alternating cycle with the “left-to-right” alternating path due to the p’s. 
Thus, S is indeed a maximal folding set for G and it contains 4t pairs. 
The optimal folding set for G is of size n/2 = t(d+ 3) (Fig. SC). This is obtained 
by folding p’s and q’s to have the same orientation (“left-to-right” in Fig. SC). This 
allows us to fold each node in DZk- 1 with the corresponding node in D2k, 1 <k < t. 
These folding pairs have the same orientation as the p’s and the q’s. Therefore, the 
ratio of OPT to the size of S is = (d+ 3) t/4t = (d+ 3)/4. 1 
4.3. Planar Intersection Graphs 
In this section we study heuristics for folding planar intersection graphs. As with 
degree bounded graphs, we show that several heuristics have good folding ratios. In 
addition, we present one result on asymptotic folding ratios, as opposed to the 
absolute ratios considered in the rest of the paper. 
4.3.1. Some Good Heuristics for Planar Graphs 
First, we consider two “independent-set”-based heuristics, and then consider the 
instances in MODEL. In considering “independent set”-based heuristics, we begin 
by noting that the problem of finding an optimal independent set is NP-complete 
even for planar graphs [GJ79]. Thus, we are left with using heuristics for locating 
independent sets. In particular, we note that it has been shown [PY81] that for 
planar graphs, the independent set chosen by NHOOD contains at least n/5.25 
nodes. It clearly follows that 5.25 is an upper bound on the folding ratio for 
INDFOLD on planar graphs. The only lower bound we are aware of for 
INDFOLD on planar graphs is four (see the lower bound example for the coloring- 
based heuristic discussed below). A better “independent set”-based heuristic follows 
from the famous four-color theorem [WW78]. Given a four-coloring, an inde- 
pendent set of size at least n/4 can be trivially obtained. Thus, four is an upper 
bound on the worst-case performance of a folding heuristic based on four-coloring. 
This is also the best possible bound. For example, choose n = 8t for some integer t, 
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and let G consist of 2t cliques each containing four nodes. Unfortunately, the only 
known four-coloring algorithm, based on the proof of the four-color theorem, is 
considered impractical [WW78]. While its theoretical running time is 0(n*), the 
constant hidden by the “big-oh” notation is unsuitably large. Fortunately, we show 
below that there is a practical heuristic (MIN’) for folding planar intersection 
graphs whose folding ratio is less than four. 
THEOREM 6. OPT/MIN* < 4 for planar intersection graphs. Further, there is a 
planar graph for which OPT/MIN’ 3 512. 
Proof. If G has fewer than nine nodes, it is easy to verify from Theorem 2 
(which gives the upper bound on the folding ratio for MIN’ on any graph) that the 
ratio is less than four. Thus, we assume that G has at least nine nodes and let S 
be a folding set containing r pairs obtained by running MIN* on G. 
Let W be the set of nodes in G that are not included in S. If W has five or more 
simple nodes, then by Corollary 3, these simple nodes form KS (the complete graph 
on five nodes). It is well known [H69] that planar graphs cannot contain such a 
subgraph. Therefore, W contains at most four simple nodes. 
Case 1. W contains four simple nodes. We claim that W can contain only these 
four nodes. Note that if W contains another node u, then by Lemma 4 there is an 
edge between u and each of the four simple nodes. But then u and the four simple 
nodes form K,, violating the planarity of G. Thus, ) WI = 4 and since S includes 
only 2r nodes, it follows that n - 2r = 1 WJ = 4 or r = (n -4)/2. Thus OPT/r < 
n/(n-4)<4 for n>9. 
Case 2. W contains three simple nodes. In this case, we claim that W can 
contain at most two other nodes. Note that if W has three or more compound 
nodes, say vi, u2, and Ok, then by Lemma 4 each of these would be adjacent to each 
of the three simple nodes in W. But then the subgraph induced on these six nodes 
contains K3,3 (the complete bipartite graph with three nodes in each set), thereby 
violating the planarity of G [H69]. Thus 1 WI < 5, and as in Case 1, it follows that 
OPT/r < n/(n - 5) < 4 for n > 9. 
Case 3. W contains two simple nodes. Let s, and s2 denote these simple 
nodes and let S’ denote the set of nodes included in S. (Note that S is the set of 
folding pairs while S’ is the set of nodes each of which appears in some pair of S.) 
Clearly, W contains (n-2r -2) compound nodes. By Lemma 4, s1 and s2 are 
adjacent to each of these (n - 2r - 2) compound nodes. Now consider the bipartite 
subgraph G’( Vl, V2, E’) induced on Vl, V2, where Vl = {s,, s2} u S’ and 
V2 = W- (s,, sz}. Since G’ is a subgraph of G, G’ must be planar, and since it is 
bipartite, E’ contains at most 2n - 4 edges [H69]. However, s, and s2 give rise to 
2(n - 2r - 2) edges (because s1 and s2 are adjacent to every node in V2). Each node 
in V2, being a compound node, is adjacent to at least two nodes in S. This gives 
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rise to at least 2(n - 2r - 2) more edges. Thus the total number of edges in E’ is at 
least 4(n - 2r - 2). Hence, 4(n - 2r - 2) < 2n - 4, which simplifies to r > (n - 2)/4. 
Thus, OPT/r < 2n/(n - 2) < 4 for n 2 9. 
Case 4. W contains only one simple node. The proof is similar to that of 
Case 3. 
Case 5. W does not contain any simple nodes. Lemma 5 states that every node 
in W has a degree of at least (n - 2r)/r. Thus, since there are (n - 2r) nodes in W, 
the total degree of nodes in W is at least (n - 2r)‘/r. Also, since each of the (n - 2r) 
nodes in W is a compound node, at least 2(n - 2r) edges are incident on the nodes 
included in S. Therefore, the total degree of nodes in S is at least 2(n - 2r), and the 
total degree of all of the nodes in G is at least (n - 2r)2/r + 2(n - 2r). However, since 
G is planar, it follows [H69] that the total degree cannot exceed 2(3n - 6). Hence, 
(n - 2r)‘/r + 2(n - 2r) < 2(3n - 6). This simplifies to n2 < 8rn - 12r or r > n/8. Thus 
OPT(G)/r < 4, thereby completing the proof of the upper bound. 
For the lower bound, consider the example in Fig. 10. That example contains two 
components, each with live nodes. The optimal folding set contains five pairs, while 
MIN* may choose just two pairs. Thus, OPT/MIN’> 5/2. 1 
It follows directly from the above proof that four is also an upper bound on the 
performance of MIN-MAX when applied to planar intersection graphs. A lower 
bound of 512 for MIN-MAX follows by adding an edge between E, and E, in 
Fig. 10. There, OPT remains five, but MIN-MAX can be forced to produce the 
folding set {(B,, E2), (B,, E,)}. Finally, we observe that the heuristics MAX’ and 
MAX-MIN of Section 2 are not good heuristics even for planar intersection graphs 
(the example in Fig. 4 is a planar graph). 
MN2 = (El,,82). (E2,E,)) 
OPT = [(A,,A2), (B,.B2). (C,,C2). (D,.D$. (E,,E$ 
FIG. 10. Lower bound example for Theorem 6. 
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4.3.2. An Asymptotic Result 
To this point we have considered only absolute ratios. We conclude this section 
by considering asymptotic ratios (i.e., the limit of the folding ratio as the number 
of nodes approaches infinity). In this case the upper bound can be (asymptotically) 
improved to one by applying the following planar separator theorem [LT79]: 
Let G( V, E) be a planar graph with n nodes. The node set V can 
be partitioned into three sets A, B, and C such that 
(i) [A( <n/2 and IBI <n/2, 
(ii) ]C) < 2 ,,&$(l -a), and 
(iii) For every x in A and y in B, the edge {x, y} is not in E. 
Moreover, the sets A, B, and C can be obtained in U(n) time. 
Using this result, an implementable folding set for a planar intersection graph 
can be obtained as follows: First obtain the sets A and B by applying the above 
result. Then obtain a folding set by arbitrarily pairing each node in A with a node 
in B. The implementability of the resulting folding set follows from part (iii) of the 
above theorem, and the size of the folding set is the smaller of JAI and (B(. 
THEOREM 7. Let G( V, E) be a planar intersection graph and let r be the size of 
the folding set obtained as indicated above. Then, 
lim OPTtG) = 1 
n-+02 r 
ProoJ Letting t denote the constant 2 ,/?/( 1 - ,,/?@), we have that I Cl < t &. 
Therefore, I Al + I BJ > n - t ,/- n, or I A 12 n - t $ - ) BI. However, since 1 BI < n/2, it 
follows that (Al 2 n/2 - t ,,&. Similarly, I BJ 2 n/2 - t ,/%. Thus, 
OPT(G) ,< 42 1 
r n/2-tJ;;=1-2tf&’ 
Since t is a constant, the theorem follows by taking limits. 1 
Unfortunately, the ratio OPT(G)/ r converges to one rather slowly. In particular, 
the ratio is about 3 for n = 2200, about 2 for n = 3800, about 1.5 for n = 8500, and 
falls to about 1.16 for n = 50,000. However, in practice, this result can be improved 
upon by using a simpler version of the planar separator theorem. In that version 
[LT79], the upper bound on IAl and JBJ is 2n/3, and the upper bound on JCJ is 
2 6. Using these values and carrying out a proof analogous to that above, we 
can show that the folding ratio approaches $ asymptotically. Moreover, a simple 
calculation shows that in this case the upper bound is about 2.42 when n = 500, and 
falls to about 2.05 when n = 1000. 
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5. CONCLUSIONS 
In this paper, we have analyzed the performance of several heuristics for the 
PLA-folding problem. Although the heuristics do not exhibit bounded worst-case 
behavior for arbitrary PLAs, they work well for special classes of PLAs. While the 
primary contribution of our work is the analytical estimation of the folding ratios 
of practical heuristics, the results also contain some messages to the practitioner. 
First, the lower bound examples warn the user of the possibility that these 
heuristics could perform very poorly in some situations. Second, the heuristics 
analyzed in Section 3 can be used in practice for special classes of PLAs. 
We have considered the worst-case behavior of heuristics. Some work on the 
average case analysis of heuristics has appeared in [MT86]. They investigate the 
performance of the following random selection heuristic (which is, in spirit, similar 
to the ARBITRARY heuristic mentioned in Section 3.1): Starting from a list 
containing all pairs of columns of the PLA, randomly select a pair (u, u) and add 
it to the folding set if u and u can be folded with each other and the pair (u, u) does 
not impair the implementability of the folding set chosen up to that point. Under 
certain simplifying assumptions (e.g., each column of the PLA has the same number 
of personalizations), they derive an expression for the probability that the heuristic 
will produce a folding set of size k. They present experimental results to support 
their analytical estimates. They remark [MT86, p. 481 that an analytical estimation 
of the expected size of an optimal folding set for a randomly generated PLA is 
difficult. Thus analytical estimations of the expected performance of the heuristics 
remains a challenging open problem. 
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